Myriad Series Enterprise-Grade
Desktop IP Phone
ALE’s latest Myriad Series includes 3 enterprise-class SIP phone models, the M3, M5,
and M7, suitable for executives, managers, and professionals with a high demand for
quality telephony services.
The Myriad Series delivers outstanding performance with enhanced HD audio quality, a
modern intuitive user interface, and enhanced telephony features. It enables users to
easily manage their calls, enjoy a smooth user experience and ultimately improve
productivity.

M3
M5
M7

Enhanced HD Voice, Exceptional 360° Audio Tuning
Enhanced HD Voice
The Myriad Series offers first-class HD audio performance with enhanced audio components and sound
chamber design. Super wideband in handsfree mode delivers Symphonic HD Voice that takes audio experiences
to the next level.
360° Audio Tuning
The Myriad Series features exceptional 360° audio tuning around the phone in handsfree mode. Together with
super wideband technology and the full-duplex speakerphone, it makes the phone an excellent hands-free
conference speaker for 3-4 people.

HD

Classic Elegant Design, Enhanced User Experience
The Myriad Series has an elegant, sleek industrial design inspired by the Eiffel Tower. The modern, intuitive user
interface enables easy call management and quick access to up to 8 lines. It features large hard keys, vivid LED
indicators and a 4-way navigator centered with the “OK” key for an enhanced user experience.
The M5 and M7 phones include colour displays, further boosting operation efficiency. In addition, the phones have
the optional capability of faceplate customization to further improve brand presence.
.

Colour Display

Elegant Design

Intuitive UI

Advanced Connectivity (Audio Hub), Great Flexibility
The Myriad Series can connect to PC softphone calls through an integrated USB port, turning the deskphone into
an Audio Hub. This turns the deskphone into a high-quality speakerphone that can stream audio in enhanced HD
or a full duplex handsfree device.
The series also supports connection to external devices such as ALE expansion modules (EM20/EM200), Wi-Fi
dongles, and wired or wireless Bluetooth headsets, allowing customers to best leverage the value of their phones.
The USB-C port can also be used to power deskphones like most smartphones on the market.
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Enterprise-grade Functionality, Seamless Platform integration
The Myriad Series offers enterprise-grade telephony features such 8 line keys, 4 programmable soft keys, Gigabit
support and 5-party local conferencing to better facilitate business efficiency and boost teamwork .
The standard SIP protocol offers seamless integration with major open SIP servers such as Asterisk, BroadSoft,
Metaswitch, and Nfon.

Wideband HD handset

3.5” colour display

Super wideband HD audio
Full-duplex hands-free

8 line keys with indicators

4 soft key menus
5-party local conferencing
2 USB ports (A/C)
Customizable faceplate

Support for PoE, Gigabit
LED Status indicator

M7

Model
LCD Size (screen)

M7

M5

3.5”, 320x240-pixel

2.8”, 320x240-pixel

USB Port

Black & white, backlit

2 (Type A & Type C)

POE

Class 2

Ethernet Port

2x10/100M/1000M

External PA Port

USB Type C

External Headset
Port

USB Type A/C
Yes

No

WiFi Dongle

Yes

Expansion Module

EM20/EM200

Line (SIP Account)

8

Audio Codec

G.711/G.729/G.722/OPUS/ILBC

Super Wideband

Yes, in hands-free mode

Contact/Call Log

1,000 records

VPN
Security
Provisioning

Contact us:

2.8”, 128x64-pixel

Colour, backlit

LCD Type

Bluetooth

M3

OpenVPN
SIP TLS, SRTP, 802.1x, AES-256
HTTP/HTTPS, TR069, ALE EDS/EPS
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